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MINUTES

SELECT STANDING COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

Tuesday, April 24, 2012
8 a.m.

Douglas Fir Committee Room
 Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C.

Present: Bruce Ralston, MLA (Chair); Douglas Horne, MLA (Deputy Chair); Spencer Chandra Herbert, MLA; 
Kathy Corrigan, MLA; Eric Foster, MLA; Guy Gentner, MLA; Randy Hawes, MLA; Kash Heed, MLA; 
Vicki Huntington, MLA; John Les, MLA; Joan McIntyre, MLA; Lana Popham, MLA; John Rustad, MLA; 
Shane Simpson, MLA; Ralph Sultan, MLA

Others Present: John Doyle, Auditor General; Stuart Newton, Comptroller-General

1. Th e Chair called the Committee to order at 8:04 a.m.

2. Th e following witnesses appeared before the Committee and answered questions relating to the Auditor 
General's Report: Eff ectiveness of BC Community Corrections (December 2011)

Witnesses:
Offi  ce of the Auditor General:
• John Doyle, Auditor General
• Malcolm Gaston, Assistant Auditor General

Government:
• Brent Merchant, Assistant Deputy Minister, Corrections Branch, Ministry of Justice
• Elenore Clark, Deputy Provincial Director, Ministry of Justice
• Dr. Carmen Gress, Director, Research Planning and Off ender Programming

3. Th e Committee reviewed the Public Documents Committee's Retention and Disposal Applications.

Witness:
• Gary Mitchell, Chair, Public Documents Committee, and Provincial Archivist

4. Resolved, that the six resolutions for records retention and disposal authorities, tabled on April 24, 2012 and 
recommended by the Public Documents Committee, be approved as presented. (Douglas Horne, MLA).

5. Th e following witnesses appeared before the Committee and answered questions relating to the Auditor 
General's Reports: 

Follow-up Report: Updates on the implementation of recommendation from recent reports (October 2011) and;

Follow-up Report: Updates on the implementation of recommendations from recent reports (March 2012)

Witnesses:
• Mike Macdonell, Assistant Auditor General
• Stuart Newton, Comptroller General

6. Th e Committee adjourned to the call of the Chair at 10:00 a.m.

Bruce Ralston, MLA
Chair
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Deputy Clerk and
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TUESDAY, APRIL 24, 2012

Th e committee met at 8:04 a.m.

[B. Ralston in the chair.]

B. Ralston (Chair): Good morning, Members. Before 
we begin, I want to welcome new members to the com-
mittee, Kash Heed and Eric Foster, and thank John van 
Dongen and John Yap for their service to the committee.

We have an agenda before us. I expect to rise at ten 
o'clock, given that the House will start then.

[0805]
I'm going to begin with the fi rst item on the agenda. 

Th e Offi  ce of the Auditor General will present its report 
Eff ectiveness of B.C. Community Corrections. We have, 
representing and responding on behalf of the govern-
ment, Brent Merchant, who is the assistant deputy minis-
ter, corrections branch, Ministry of Justice. Elenore Clark 
is the deputy provincial director, Ministry of Justice, and 
Dr. Carmen Gress is director, research planning and of-
fender management.

I'll turn it over to the Auditor General and Mr. Gaston 
to begin.

Auditor General Report: 
Eff ectiveness of 

B.C. Community Corrections

J. Doyle: In 2010-11 close to 24,000 adult off enders 
and adults on bail, who are approximately 90 percent of 
B.C.'s correctional population, were supervised within 
the community as opposed to being in jail. Th e com-
munity corrections and corporate programs — or CCCP, 
a division of the Ministry of Justice — is responsible for 
supervising community sentences.

We were not able to determine if the CCCP's work is 
reducing reoff ending because of the dynamic nature of 
how the rate is measured, coupled with the fact that only 
four years of data is available. Additionally, we found that 
while the CCCP had a sound model in place to man-
age off enders, it needs to be more fully implemented to 
evaluate its approach.

I recognize the complexities around trying to change 
an off ender's behaviour. Th ere are multiple stakeholders 
involved and many external factors that impact criminal 
behaviour and subsequent reoff ending.

However, the CCCP is oft en the last point of possible 
intervention, and currently only 35 percent of such inter-
ventions that are designed to reduce reoff ending are ever 
completed. Being at the end of the process is perhaps an 
unfortunate position to be if you're trying to change quite 
complex behaviours.

Th is means potential increased risks to public safety 
and costs to taxpayers and victims. Most importantly, by 
not completing their rehabilitation program, off enders 

are not provided with the opportunity to change.
With me today is the engagement leader of this project, 

Assistant Auditor General Malcolm Gaston. I'll now turn 
over to Malcolm to do a brief presentation.

M. Gaston: Th e community corrections and corporate 
programs division of the Ministry of Justice supervises all 
adult off enders on a court order. Th e division's purpose 
is to contribute to safer communities by assessing and 
managing off enders' risks and needs. Th is is achieved, in 
part, through its goal of reducing rates of reoff ending by 
off enders under its supervision.

Supervising off enders and trying to change their be-
haviour is a complex responsibility. To achieve its goal 
of reducing reoff ending, the division has implemented a 
case management model based on good practice in the 
fi eld. Th is model involves a risk-needs assessment, case 
planning and implementation and case review.

Successfully supervising off enders so that they do not 
reoff end can increase public safety, reduce economic 
and social costs and help off enders become contributing 
members of society. Community supervision also costs 
much less than jail.

Our audit examined whether the division is achieving 
its goal of reducing reoff ending and identifi ed specifi c 
areas that may be aff ecting the division's eff ectiveness. 
Specifi cally, we looked at whether the division is reducing 
rates of reoff ending for community corrections; monitor-
ing, evaluating and continuously improving its activities 
to ensure that they are eff ective in reducing rates of re-
off ending; maintaining its human resources eff ectively 
to ensure the program's success and sustainability; and 
implementing the case management model eff ectively.

We were unable to conclude whether the division has 
achieved its goal of reducing reoff ending rates. Th is is be-
cause of the dynamic nature of the measure and the limit-
ed trend data available at the time. I'll explain this further 
with the next slide. Although we could not conclude, we 
did identify areas that may be negatively impacting the 
division's eff ectiveness, and I will address each of these 
in the presentation.

Th e rate of reoff ending is based on the number of of-
fenders who are found guilty of another off ence com-
mitted within a two-year period. However, this rate is 
a dynamic measure. Data is only available once the re-
off ender is sentenced.

[0810]
At the time of our audit in B.C. 22 percent of active 

criminal cases took between one and two years to process, 
and some took even longer. So the rate of reoff ending for 
the most recent year can exclude an important portion 
of off enders who have reoff ended if they have not yet 
been sentenced.

Rates can therefore increase in subsequent years as 
cases are completed. As a result, we needed a longer trend 
in order to conclude whether the goal of reducing rates 
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of reoff ending has been met.
Th e division did not see the overall rate of reoff ending 

as a key performance measure because the rate is in-
fl uenced by a number of factors outside of its control. 
While the division is not solely accountable for rates of 
reoff ending, they infl uence it through the case manage-
ment model. More importantly, it is the division's goal to 
reduce rates of reoff ending. Th erefore, it is our view that 
they should be monitoring and using this information.

We also found that the division did not fully under-
stand its impact on reoff ending rates. While the division 
off ers a wide range of programs and services to help of-
fenders change and evaluates many of its core programs 
and pilot partnerships, it is not evaluating contracts and 
community programs and services for their impact on 
reoff ending. Th e overall result is that the division lacks a 
complete picture of its eff ectiveness.

Recently the division reported being under-resourced, 
limiting its eff ectiveness. We found that their resource as-
sessment was based primarily on a high-level compari-
son of caseloads across the country. Th is is insuffi  cient 
analysis to evaluate the signifi cance of the risk or to ad-
dress the long-term impacts of understaffi  ng on sustain-
ability and eff ectiveness.

Furthermore, the provincial comparison of average 
caseloads was too general to be the primary basis for ana-
lyzing resource capacity. Due to current and projected 
caseload increases, the division needs a comprehensive 
assessment of any gaps between the capacity and case-
load, both current and going forward.

Quality supervision is enhanced through a number of 
practices, including training and quality assurance. With 
respect to training, the division only requires training for 
supervising sex off enders and domestic violence off end-
ers. However, the division expects that probation offi  cers 
will complete training in most other areas prior to work-
ing with off enders. As you can see here, probation offi  cers 
do not always complete the required or expected training. 
Th is table is from page 21 of our report.

With respect to quality assurance, the division imple-
mented a quality assurance model in 2008. Among other 
things, the model assesses probation offi  cers' compliance 
with case management policies. Local managers were 
expected to review four case fi les per year per proba-
tion offi  cer. However, only two reviews, on average, were 
completed each year, and follow-up occurred on only 25 
percent of fi les identifi ed as needing improvement. Th is 
limits the division's ability to work with staff  who may 
need assistance or additional training to ensure that stan-
dards are met.

Th e division's case management model refl ects good 
practice in community corrections. Off enders begin their 
community supervision with an assessment of their re-
off ending risk and needs that are contributing. We found 
that for the majority of off enders, probation offi  cers had 
correctly identifi ed their overall risks and needs. Aft er 

being assessed, the case plan is created to address those 
risks and needs.

Policy requires that every need have a corresponding 
intervention and that off enders receive a certain num-
ber of interventions to address their risk level. Our audit 
of case plans showed that just over half these contained 
interventions to address off enders' needs and risks. We 
also found that only 35 percent of the assigned interven-
tions in our sample were ever completed.

While an off ender's willingness to participate is a factor, 
our audit found that the majority of incomplete interven-
tions were the result of probation offi  cer actions. As well, 
the case management model used in B.C. relies heavily 
on the individual discretion and professional judgment 
of probation offi  cers. Th is makes thorough documenta-
tion an absolute necessity.

[0815]
However, we found notable gaps in this area. For ex-

ample, 90 percent of the fi les we sampled did not contain 
a rationale reporting or enforcing breaches.

These recommendations are meant to mitigate the 
risks we identifi ed and to give the division more infor-
mation and insight to know whether it has achieved its 
intended outcomes or what it may need to change to 
achieve those outcomes.

We will follow up on the implementation of these 
recommendations in our April 2013 follow-up report. 
We have also issued a management letter to the min-
istry with more detailed fi ndings and will also follow up 
on these.

B. Ralston (Chair): Th anks very much. I think we'll 
move on to Mr. Merchant or whoever is presenting.

B. Merchant: Good morning. With me is Elenore 
Clark. She is the deputy provincial director of the com-
munity corrections and corporate programs, and Carmen 
Gress is our director of research and planning.

I'd just like to take this opportunity to thank the 
Auditor General, Malcolm and his team for the report 
currently under review.

Prior to addressing the eight recommendations in this 
report, I want to provide you with a short overview of 
the corrections branch. Th e branch is composed of two 
large divisions: the adult custody division, which on any 
given day holds approximately 2,600 individuals in the 
nine correctional centres across the province, and the 
community corrections and corporate programs div-
ision, which is 55 community offi  ces and on any given 
day provides community supervision to over 23,000 cli-
ents. In total, the corrections branch has a workforce of 
over 2,100 staff  and a yearly budget of approximately 
$200 million.

Across Canada, B.C. Corrections, both custody and 
community, are considered to be the front-runners in 
correctional practice. Th is audit is focused on the com-
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munity corrections and corporate programs division. 
Th at division has commenced the development of a com-
prehensive work plan to address all of the recommenda-
tions provided in the public report for you.

Recommendation No. 1 focuses on the rate of re-
off ending. Reoff ending is also referred to as recidivism in 
correctional jurisdictions across Canada, so those terms 
are interchangeable.

To address this recommendation, the branch rate of 
non-reoffending has been defined as a performance 
measure and is now included in our ministry service plan 
and expressed at three levels: the adult custody division 
level, the community corrections and corporate pro-
grams division level and at the branch level.

We will continue to use this performance measure to 
analyze the role the division plays in decreasing recid-
ivism and will continue to collaborate with our justice 
and social service partners to develop a more complete 
understanding of the many variables that contribute to 
off ending behaviour.

Recommendation No. 2 seeks to have our evaluation 
framework include contracts and community programs. 
Th e Auditor General confi rmed that robust evaluations 
of all our core programs and integration initiatives have 
been undertaken. Th e branch has or is in the process of 
evaluating the contracts and programs under our dir-
ect control.

Th ose community programs that probation offi  cers 
make referrals to create unique challenges for evalua-
tion, given that there is no contractual relationship with 
them. For example, probation offi  cers assess a client's 
needs and may then refer them to Narcotics Anonymous, 
Alcoholics Anonymous and/or mental health or addic-
tions residential treatment programs.

Th e branch is not in a position to evaluate these gov-
ernment or community programs. Th ey are accessed by 
other government organizations or private enterprise and 
individuals in the community. We do work closely with 
them, and we do look at the manner in which they oper-
ate, but it's very diffi  cult and almost impossible to do a 
formal evaluation of their programs.

[0820]
Th e division is participating in a ministrywide review 

of its standardized contract evaluation templates, and we 
will ensure inclusion of contract eff ectiveness indicators 
within these templates. I think this will help address this 
particular recommendation.

Recommendation 3 addresses staff  assessments. Th e 
division agrees it's important to ensure that it has a 
human resource model responsive to its shorter- and 
longer-term needs and, ultimately, to assure program sus-
tainability. As a fi rst step, the division has begun a review 
of other models within B.C. and across Canada for assess-
ing capacity to determine their usefulness and applicabil-
ity. Once this information is gathered, it will inform how 
we will proceed in developing an eff ective model.

Recommendation 4 addresses appropriate training for 
client supervision. As stated in the fi rst bullet of this slide, 
the division has begun a thorough review of its training, 
which will confi rm the courses required to supervise each 
type of off ender. Th en the division will update its poli-
cies to ensure probation offi  cers complete the appropriate 
training before supervising the various types of off enders 
referred to us from the court. Th e division concurs with 
the need to link off ender supervision responsibility with 
the training needed to complete this work.

Recommendation 5 seeks to strengthen the quality as-
surance model currently in place. Th e division's quality 
assurance model was implemented in 2009, and consist-
ent with this recommendation, the division is undertak-
ing steps to strengthen the model.

Last week Bill Small, the provincial director respon-
sible for the community corrections and corporate pro-
grams division, attended a federal-provincial-territorial 
corrections meeting in Edmonton, where he detailed 
B.C.'s quality assurance model.

Th e members of this national committee stated that 
they did not have any type of quality assurance mod-
el in place in their jurisdiction and will be looking at 
B.C.'s model for integration with their probation system. 
In a few weeks Alberta will be coming out to review it, 
and they're taking that back to start implementation in 
Alberta.

Th e division will ensure that the continued develop-
ment of its quality assurance practices includes focus 
on consistency between off ender supervision, practices 
and policy.

Recommendation 6 addresses the need for improved 
documentation. Th e Auditor General confi rmed that 
probation offi  cers are appropriately identifying off ender 
risks and needs, but the method in which this is docu-
mented is lacking.

To address this recommendation, the division is cur-
rently focusing on two major areas. One is the redesign of 
our case management model, and the second is reviewing 
and reinforcing with probation offi  cers the need to docu-
ment their actions with the clients they supervise. Th ese 
areas will be incorporated within the quality assurance 
model discussed in recommendation 5.

We agree with the Auditor General that we need to en-
sure that we consistently document the good decision-
making that the Auditor General has confi rmed is already 
taking place.

Recommendation 7 addresses the issue of clients com-
pleting the recommended intervention. The Auditor 
General acknowledged that off enders present a complex 
set of needs that contribute to off ending or criminogen-
ic behaviour and that probation offi  cers are appropriate-
ly identifying those risks and needs for each off ender. I 
think that's important for you to know — that the pro-
bation offi  cers are identifying those risks and the needs.

An off ender's willingness to comply with supervision, 
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the length of court orders and the demand for specifi c 
types of intervention can impede an off ender's ability to 
receive and complete the intervention or interventions 
and are factors primarily outside the infl uence or control 
of the probation offi  cer. Numerous off enders present a 
wide range of needs that require extensive interventions, 
where one intervention must be addressed before addi-
tional interventions are initiated.

Some offenders are not motivated to comply with 
their case management plans. Probation offi  cers can ac-
curately identify an off ender's needs, but if there is no 
condition on the court order to take or complete the 
recommended treatment modality, the probation offi  cer 
cannot legally compel the off ender to participate. If it is 
a condition of the court order, then a breach of proba-
tion can be pursued.

[0825]
Recommendation 8 addresses a documentation of 

breaches. Breaches of court orders are initiated by both 
probation officers and police officers. The Auditor 
General's audit did not review or contemplate police-
initiated breaches. Probation offi  cers are encouraged to 
exercise professional judgment surrounding enforcement 
action, consistent with policy. Th e division will continue 
to reinforce documentation by way of training and with-
in the quality assurance model discussed in recommen-
dation No. 5.

With the commissioner of the Correctional Service 
of Canada, Don Head, and myself, we chair the Federal-
Provincial-Territorial Heads of Corrections Committee. 
Th at committee is composed of all of the assistant deputy 
ministers of corrections across Canada and the territories, 
along with Correctional Service of Canada. Th e members 
of that committee view our community corrections and 
corporate programs division as being on the leading edge 
of correctional practice across Canada. I'm proud of this 
division and the personnel who work in this complex and 
challenging environment.

Th e recommendations made by the Auditor General 
will help the division become that much stronger and 
eff ective in monitoring, supervising and addressing the 
criminogenic behaviour of the clients we supervise.

B. Ralston (Chair): Th anks very much. I've begun to 
compile a list. Anyone else? No one down this side? No 
designated hitter? Okay.

K. Corrigan: I have three questions. Maybe I'll just 
ask all three of them and then can get a response, if 
that's okay.

My fi rst question is…. I just wanted some clarifi cation 
about the recidivism rate. Th e Auditor General, at sev-
eral points during the report, talks about the dynamic 
nature of how the rate is measured, making it diffi  cult to 
confi rm a trend.

My understanding from this presentation and also 

from reading the full report is that essentially what is 
being said is that because the recidivism rate is meas-
ured two years aft er the completion of the sentence that 
it does not capture further off ences that might happen in 
year 3 or 4. I'm implying that from the document. Maybe 
I could get confi rmation of what those comments mean 
from whoever can answer.

My second question is…. On page 19, recommenda-
tion No. 3 talks about how community corrections and 
corporate programs should complete "a comprehensive 
impact assessment to determine if there are…gaps be-
tween its staff  capacity and caseload level currently and 
in the future." Th en on page 15 it says that "the average 
cost of supervising an off ender in the community is $7 
a day, compared with supervising an off ender in jail at 
$194 a day."

My question is actually a little forward-looking. Since 
the Auditor General has recommended an impact as-
sessment, has this impact assessment…? If it is happen-
ing now, does it include an evaluation of what the impact 
of changes is going to be on community corrections as a 
result of the provisions of Bill C-10, the omnibus crime 
bill? And if so, what are those impacts? I'm assuming that 
caseloads may go down as a result of C-10, but I'd be in-
terested in a response on that.

My third question is with regard to recommenda-
tion No. 2 on page 18, which suggests that the Auditor 
General recommends that the division extend "its evalu-
ation framework to understand the eff ectiveness of con-
tracted service providers and community programs in 
reducing reoff ending." I'm just wondering if the Auditor 
General has any response or comment on the comments 
that were made today about the diffi  culty of fulfi lling that 
recommendation. I'd be interested in that.

Th en overall, I would like to thank the Auditor General 
for this very comprehensive and very helpful report on 
a subject that matters immensely to British Columbians, 
because it deals with, essentially, the health and safety of 
citizens in our province and how to eff ectively ensure that 
we are doing the best that we can.

B. Ralston (Chair): Mr. Merchant, do you want to 
go fi rst?

B. Merchant: Yes, please. We'll have, actually, two 
people answer the questions, and I'll start.

[0830]
Th e fi rst question regarding the recidivism rate. I just 

wanted to make some mention about our programs. It 
probably gives me an opportunity to say that. A number 
of our programs are very successful.

Our relationship violence prevention program — 
that's to do with spousal assaulters. Our programs reduce 
the likelihood of reoff ending by up to 60 percent. Other 
provinces are now starting to use that program. Both the 
Yukon and Nova Scotia have taken that on because of the 
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success we've had with it.
We have rolled out what's called the strategic training 

initiative in community supervision. Th at reduces recid-
ivism by up to 46 percent.

Our integrated offender management program re-
duces the likelihood of reoffending by up to 48 per-
cent, and our violence prevention program reduces 
reoff ending by up to 35 percent.

I know there's a degree of criticism of the branch in 
this, but we do have some remarkable successes in the 
work that we do with off enders, some very remarkable 
successes.

You'd asked: why the two-year floating window? 
Carmen is best able to answer that question.

C. Gress: Good morning. I'll just provide a little bit 
of information with regards to our recidivism rates, and 
then please let me know if it answers your question.

For the branch and the two divisional rates, we do use 
a two-year follow-up period, so approximately a 730-
day window. If a person is reconvicted and returns to 
B.C. Corrections for sentence supervision and their of-
fence date is within that 730 days, they are considered a 
recidivist.

Our recidivism rates for the past four years have been 
determined by off ence date. What that means is that it 
allows a reconviction and a sentencing date to occur any-
time in the future, either within the two-year window or 
fi ve years down the road. As long as the off ence date is 
within the 730 days, our rate refreshes and updates. So 
our rate is based on factual reconvictions.

Th e additional piece that I wanted to add is that we re-
cently just changed this rate. Why we only have four years 
of information is that it is now based on off ence rate. It 
used to be based on sentencing date, which is much more 
common across Canada and the States, because it's hard-
er to input off ence date accurately.

We have approximately 15 or 20 years' worth of re-
cidivism information based on sentencing date, but we 
switched four years ago to off ence date to allow a more 
accurate picture of recidivism.

Does that answer your question?

B. Ralston (Chair): Do you capture people who re-
off end in other provinces?

C. Gress: If they return to B.C. Corrections for super-
vision, yes.

B. Ralston (Chair): But otherwise, no.

C. Gress: Otherwise, no.

K. Corrigan: It's good information, but I'm still not 
sure why the Auditor General says: "Th e dynamic nature 
of how the rate is measured makes it diffi  cult to confi rm 

a trend." Is it because we only have the four years, or is 
it something else about the measurement? It's not really 
clear to me.

C. Gress: Fair enough. It might be partly a little bit 
about the four years. It's hard to build trend data on just 
four years. Th e other aspect is that the rate is dynamic. 
For an individual who goes through the system, if they 
have a sentencing date two, fi ve, ten years, this rate will 
update.

We have made moves within our analysis to adjust for 
that. Th at was one of the things that has come out of the 
recommendations for us.

K. Corrigan: I understand. Th ank you.

B. Ralston (Chair): Continue on.

B. Merchant: On your second question on the staff  
planning. When Malcolm and his team…. When we 
were discussing this — and I'm sure he'll correct me if 
I'm wrong, if I'm portraying this in the wrong way — they 
were talking, on staff  impact, about kind of like a staff -
planning technique. If you have this many off enders, how 
many probation offi  cers do you need?

B.C. Corrections used to have a staff -planning tech-
nique, and we'd divided the work by hours. So if you 
had to do a pre-sentence report for the court, it was eight 
hours. If you had a more complex case, it could be up to a 
week. Th en those hours were converted into: how many 
staff  did you need to do all the work that you were doing?

[0835]
Over the last 15 years we have changed from an or-

ganization that does that to more of a…. It's an evidence-
based organization that, at its core, looks at risks and 
needs. When you look at risks and needs, it's diff erent 
than looking at a particular case and saying that it re-
quires this amount of work. It's much more dynamic in 
that sense. So we moved away from the staff -planning 
technique, which I think has hurt us when it comes to 
asking for additional resources and things like that.

Th at's why we're now moving towards surveying other 
jurisdictions and trying to come up with a model that 
meets what the Auditor General was referring to but 
also takes into consideration our risks-and-needs en-
vironment.

I think we'll come up with something that not only 
satisfi es the Auditor, but it'll be another fi rst in Canada 
for how we develop the staffi  ng impact analysis.

You also asked about the impact of C-10. C-10 is such 
a diffi  cult process to evaluate. It's not a simple thing of 
saying: "Th is bill will result in this impact on the division." 
Charges are for mandatory minimum sentences for pot 
plants. But when we admit people, historically, we may 
have them in for growing marijuana, but we don't know 
how many plants they have, so we can't project what that 
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will look like. We don't know if it was under ten or it was 
200. So we don't know how that's going to impact us.

We don't know how Crown counsel is going to proceed 
with the charges. We don't know how the judiciary will 
react to these new bills. All of this makes it an extremely 
diffi  cult situation to evaluate and give you a really fi rm 
answer. I apologize for that. If I could, I would.

We do know what our workload right now is. We're 
planning for the future. Right now we've seen a reduc-
tion, both on the custody side and in the community side. 
Th e conviction rate seems to be going down. I'm hoping 
we don't have more in there, obviously, but we have to 
plan for the future.

We do that with workload reduction strategies with our 
probation offi  cers. We're rolling out what's called STICS 

— strategic training in community supervision. Th at's a 
three-year process. We've added resources to the division. 
Th ose resources are not just adding more probation offi  -
cers. Th e idea is to reduce the number of people that we 
end up supervising, to reduce the chances, the likelihood, 
of those off enders coming back before the courts.

Th e other comment was the rates. Supervising an of-
fender in a community is, on average, about $7 per day, 
per off ender. It goes down as low as around $2 to $3 and, 
with higher risks, up to $11. Our more revised number 
for the custody side is about $188 a day.

So not only as a government employee but as a tax-
payer, it doesn't take much to fi gure out where we want 
things to move towards — to address the people in cus-
tody so that if we're going to supervise them, it's in the 
community in a safe and eff ective manner. It's a more ef-
fi cient model, and I think you have better results in the 
community than you do, necessarily, in the custody side.

Did I just get long-winded there?

K. Corrigan: No, it was good.

B. Ralston (Chair): Vicki Huntington was next.

B. Merchant: I think there was still a third question, 
but I don't think that was for me.

B. Ralston (Chair): Pardon me. Perhaps just fi nish 
that, and then we'll go to Vicki. Sorry, I jumped the gun 
there.

J. Doyle: Th e question was really about contracted 
service providers. We make reference to that in our re-
port on page 18.

Th ere are two types of service providers. One is those 
that are actually contracted by the agency. What we 
found in a sample of 15 was that there was no evalua-
tion. What I heard was that that was going to change, 
and there would be evaluations going forward. It could 
be that we just picked the wrong sample, and there are 
other evaluations that did take place. Th at's always a pos-

sibility. Statistics are not a perfect science.
I'm quite happy and would like to follow up on that 

particular one in April next year, just to see exactly what's 
progressed.

[0840]
Th e other comment that was made referred to service 

providers that weren't actually on a contractual basis. 
Th ese were community-based organizations that could 
assist offenders. My only comment and observation 
would be that to send them there, there must be a reason, 
and that reason must be based on some kind of evalua-
tion or assessment. It's not just on reputation, I hope. And 
I don't think it is. I think it's on a genuine sense that these 
agencies actually provide value to those people that get 
referred to them.

We couldn't see any documentation from that, despite 
it being self-evident. I think that that kind of evaluation 
is quite useful. I'm aware of other jurisdictions where 
that kind of arrangement was considered a given, and yet 
when they actually conducted some modest evaluations, 
some of them were a lot better than was anticipated and 
some of them were not so.

To me, if the branch is going to refer anyone on, then 
there needs to be some certainty that there's a value prop-
osition involved in that and that in fact it's in the best in-
terests of the individual.

V. Huntington: I just wanted to start by quoting 
a couple of sentences in the report that I found very 
interesting. Given the findings of the report and the 
agreement that Corrections would be moving toward ad-
dressing some of the gaps, I found it interesting to read 
in your response to the Auditor General's report state-
ments like: "Th e Auditor General's affi  rmation that com-
munity corrections staff  appropriately assess off enders' 
risk is welcomed and validates the division's case man-
agement approach."

Now, I have to say that I didn't necessarily fi nd that that 
was the case, in reading the body of the report. It meant 
to me that I had to start looking for more of a defence 
mechanism in trying to deal with some of the recommen-
dations. I just wanted to assure you that I and, I suspect, 
every member of this committee really feel that this re-
port is simply an opportunity to identify gaps.

Th ere is no major, glaring inappropriate activity, which 
is very good to see. It is an opportunity to address, I think, 
some real ineffi  ciencies that are occurring and perhaps 
just some eff orts that have fallen into routine that could 
be reviewed and dealt with quite carefully.

One of the questions I had…. In looking at both the 
courses that the off enders are asked to take and the cours-
es that the probation offi  cers are taking and not complet-
ing, to a large extent, for the ones for the off enders, the 
core programs, only one has a 50 percent or more suc-
cess rate. I found that I was questioning what cost-benefi t 
analyses you are using for these particular types of pro-
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grams when you have 20, 30 percent success rates in mak-
ing these programs work for off enders.

Are you doing an analysis of those programs? Are they 
cost-eff ective? What is the full cost of providing them? 
Are they really meeting the risks and needs of these of-
fenders? Ought we be to looking at a more cost-eff ective 
or diff erent type of programming that either does the 
same thing or cuts right back? At what level is it a suc-
cess, if only 20 percent of the off enders taking the pro-
gram don't fall back and reoff end?

[0845]
I mean, just to me, a lot of that didn't seem like cost-

eff ective programing. Yes, you're fi xing a couple of people 
here and a couple of people there. Now, it could be hun-
dreds, but the bulk of them are not being assisted at all. 
What is the benefi t analysis of the expenditure here?

B. Merchant: We're all jumping up here.

C. Gress: For our core programs, all individuals in the 
community who are sentenced — so under a probation 
order, a conditional sentence order or even a recogni-
zance peace order — may be referred to our core pro-
grams. Once those individuals are assessed for their risk 
and needs, if they are a medium- or a high-risk, they may 
be referred to the program, if appropriate.

Th e recidivism rate, on average, for medium- and high-
risk clients is anywhere from about 40 or 45 percent to 
75 percent if you don't provide any type of programming. 
What we are fi nding with our programming is that we're 
able to reduce that anywhere from 20 to 50 percent — 
their odds of recidivating.

So we're taking individuals who are a high risk to 
reoff end, who, without any programming, could have 
been at a 70 percent or 75 percent risk to reoff end. For 
some of our programs, we're cutting that in half. We're 
actually very happy with what the core programs appear 
to be doing.

As Mr. Merchant has mentioned, we are considered 
leaders across the province for these. We keep a very 
close eye on the research with regards to the appropriate 
interventions for our clients. We always have room for 
improvement, but we think we're doing a rather good job.

With regards to cost-benefi t analysis, that's a bit of a 
tougher question. It is something we're starting to tackle 
to make sure that we are doing good work here and that 
we are doing appropriate work for the taxpayers.

A recent study at the University of Washington demon-
strates that psychoeducational programs that are signifi -
cantly reducing recidivism are a benefi t to society and are 
much less expensive than the individuals coming back 
through the system, when you take into account police, 
prosecution, courts and correction costs.

V. Huntington: Could you see the benefi t, then, of 
insisting that there be two steps to the program? If the 

Washington method turns out to be a stronger one, they 
would go through yours and be insisted to go through 
the second one so that you're doubling the statistics. And 
maybe knock off  some of the less eff ective programs, be-
cause a 20 percent rate may not really mean that the pro-
gram is working at all, from a benefi t analysis point of 
view. Th at would be my comment.

Similarly with the training that the probation offi  cers 
themselves are maintaining. Th ey are not here on these 
charts. Th ey are not proceeding through the training, ef-
fectively.

I'd like to know who is devising the programs. I know 
the division is, but what is the academic medical exper-
tise that is devising the programs?

I notice that the report suggests that the probation offi  -
cers are facilitating them. What level of facilitation train-
ing are they getting? Are they psychiatrically trained? If 
they haven't completed programming, are they still fa-
cilitating?

Th e facilitation and the quality of the course will be 
absolutely critical to the outcome, I would think, in this 
area. I'd like to know what your exact requirements and 
specifi cations are in that regard.

B. Merchant: I'll speak to part of that, and then Elenore 
will get into the specifi cs of what you've talked about.

Before we hire a probation offi  cer — this is diff erent 
in diff erent parts of Canada — their base requirement is 
a university degree. So that's where all of our probations 
start off . Th ey have a degree.

V. Huntington: Could I ask what kind of a degree?

B. Merchant: It's usually a social or educational BA. It 
could be in criminology, psychology, sociology. It could 
be a host. I'm sure we've probably hired a bachelor of sci-
ence, but I'm not sure. Typically, it's in the social sciences.

Th en it's somewhat of a journey with probation offi  cers, 
because over time they receive ongoing training. Th ey re-
ceive additional training, and there's basic training.

[0850]
So it's not like we hire people, expect them to take 

a few courses, and then just say: "Go out and do good 
work." It's a long-term, ongoing journey, because we want 
people to stay fresh. We want them to take in changes in 
research, how we evaluate programs and things like that.

In terms of the specifi cs, if you want to address some 
of the training that we do with our probations offi  cers, 
that would be great, Elenore.

E. Clark: With our probation offi  cer training, as Brent 
mentioned, we do hire probation offi  cers with a degree 
in a related area. It could be social sciences, criminol-
ogy, psychology. It could be education. Th en they begin 
quite a comprehensive training plan that has the proba-
tion offi  cer do both on-line and in-person training that 
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includes a practical component to the training. So not 
only do they learn the theoretical training, but they also 
apply that training in practice.

When they're going through their training, they're 
mentored and have oversight from both a senior pro-
bation offi  cer, whose function in the offi  ce is to provide 
clinical support and supervision, and also the local man-
ager, who provides an additional level of supervision and 
oversight.

Th e probation offi  cer will learn a technique and then 
will apply it, specifi cally with the core programs. Th ey are 
psychoeducational programs that we apply, so, similar to 
the Washington State study that Carmen mentioned. Th e 
training for those is approximately a week long — full 
days, so 35 hours of training to be able to become fam-
iliar with the material and to understand the material.

In addition to that, the probation offi  cers also take 
what's called facilitation skills to ensure that they're able 
to facilitate the group process. Once they've completed 
that training, then they co-facilitate with another proba-
tion offi  cer who has been facilitating for some time. So 
there are a number of supports in place to ensure that 
they are quite comfortable with the material and able to 
present the material as it is intended.

Another piece with that, of course…. You mentioned 
ensuring the integrity of the programs. We do, on a regu-
lar basis, review and evaluate the programs to ensure that 
they are not only reducing recidivism but also being de-
livered in the manner in which they are intended, to en-
sure the integrity of the program.

V. Huntington: Th e lack of completion of training — 
how do you explain that?

E. Clark: Th e lack of completion of training is some-
thing that we are investigating thoroughly to understand 
each and every one of the situations where a probation 
offi  cer was delivering service not trained. We do have 
some understanding of that already.

I mentioned that probation offi  cers, as they go through 
their training, need to have a practical application of that 
training, and we believe that that may contribute to some 
of that percentage.

For instance, a probation offi  cer will receive training in 
completing risk-and-needs assessments. In order to be-
come profi cient in that training, they will need to actual-
ly complete risk assessments, with oversight from either 
the local manager or the senior probation offi  cer. Th ey'll 
need to actually complete a risk assessment with an of-
fender, and in order to do that, the fi le is assigned to the 
individual for the purposes of completing that training.

Th at is not necessarily the only reason. We are fully in-
vestigating all of the reasons why, but that's one example 
as to why that may be.

V. Huntington: Could I just follow up with a couple…?

B. Ralston (Chair): Well, you've had three or four 
questions, so perhaps one last one. Th ere are fi ve other 
people on the speakers list, so you could pose one more 
question quickly, then.

[0855]

V. Huntington: I'll just get quickly to another one. 
Th e comment was made that most provinces are using 
actuarial assessment tools versus professional judgment, 
which B.C. tends to make. Can you describe, or perhaps 
the Auditor General's offi  ce could describe, what the dif-
ference is in those two diff erent approaches and wheth-
er an amalgamated approach would be good or if one is 
found better than the other? You did say the actuarial-
tool approach did not leave room for very much profes-
sional judgment, so I wondered whether you felt there 
was a way in which they could be aligned appropriately, 
or if one was better than the other.

J. Doyle: It's my experience that you need a mix of 
both in order to provide a good service. I think I'm more 
in line with a principle-based approach, which is the case 
management approach that's being used at the moment, 
rather than a rule-based approach, which sort of has its 
parallels in accounting. I know every conversation gets 
back to accounting eventually, but….

B. Ralston (Chair): In your world, yes.

J. Doyle: Th e approach used, I think, is the right ap-
proach for this province, but it relies on the training, as 
has just been explained, and the judgment of the indi-
vidual probation offi  cers to deploy all the tools at their 
disposal to do their work properly.

I'm not sure I can answer your question, other than 
to say that it isn't my role to judge which is the better of 
the two. I could just say that the outcomes and the con-
sequences of this approach seem to work and are con-
sidered by the probation offi  cer community as being the 
best practice. I think the ministry could probably give 
you chapter and verse as to why it's a better way than a 
more prescriptive approach.

V. Huntington: Th ank you very much. I might come 
back.

S. Chandra Herbert: Th e question I had got answered.

B. Ralston (Chair): Really? You don't see that too 
oft en.

R. Hawes: I'm curious to know, to start with, within 
the…. I think you said 24,000. Within that group, would 
you have any estimate of what percentage would have 
drug and alcohol addiction as the root of their crimin-
ality?
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B. Merchant: Within that, it's just a little over 23,000. 
And when I say 23,000, just for clarifi cation, probably 
around 7,500 of those are on what's called bail super-
vision. They haven't been found guilty or innocent. 
Th ey've been released by the court on bail with certain 
conditions.

Others have gone in front of the court, they've been 
found guilty, and they've been given a conditional sen-
tence order, which is: "You're serving your sentence in the 
community. You've been found guilty, and you're serving 
your sentence in the community." On any given day there 
are around 2,400 or somewhere in there.

Th e remainder are on probation, so they've gone to 
court, they've been found guilty, and either they have 
gone into custody and come out on probation or else 
they've just gone straight to probation and reporting to 
the probation offi  cers.

R. Hawes: In that number, what would be the percent-
age of those clients, if you will, who have drug and alco-
hol addiction at the root of their criminality?

B. Merchant: We found that there's a combination of 
mental health issues and alcohol and drug issues. If you 
looked at all of our clients, both in custody and in the 
community, approximately 56 percent of them would 
have either a mental health or an addiction issue or a 
combination. You could break it down further, and it 
would be, you know, 26 to 27 percent who would prob-
ably be alcohol and drug. And that's both in custody and 
in the community.

[0900]

R. Hawes: I'm interested in the treatment modality 
that you would employ for addictions. Is it residential? 
Is it community-based drug and alcohol counselling? I 
mean, the success rate in a lot of drug and alcohol pro-
grams isn't all that great, and if you've got a lot of people 
that are addicted, I can understand why the recidivism 
rates would be pretty high, because treatment is pretty 
diffi  cult. What do you use? How are you treating these 
people?

E. Clark: In terms of responding to addictions needs, 
it's as with any off ender. We start by looking at the indi-
vidual risks and needs of that person and then develop 
a case plan based on those individual risks and needs. 
Generally, we would start with providing the substance 
abuse management program, which is a psychoeduca-
tional core program — one of the core programs that 
we deliver, that probation offi  cers deliver. Th at is a treat-
ment-readiness program.

We also employ motivational interviewing and work 
with that individual to get them ready for treatment, to 
try and increase their responsiveness to treatment. Th en, 
depending on the needs of the individual, we'll refer them 

to addiction services. Generally, we start with mental 
health and addiction programs through the Ministry of 
Health, through the health authorities. We rely on the 
treatment providers to assess the individual needs as to 
whether residential treatment is appropriate or a day pro-
gram is appropriate. Th en they are directed accordingly.

R. Hawes: Just one last question, if I might, Chair.
I know that in the addictions world there are many 

families who try to get a family member into treatment 
and have some diffi  culty. Do you experience that dif-
fi culty, or do your clients, in essence, go to the head of 
the line? Do you get to jump the queue to get into treat-
ment quickly?

B. Merchant: No, we're part of the queue. We don't get 
at the front. We just are part of the process.

R. Hawes: If you have an addicted client that's gone 
through your readiness program…. Most addicts, when 
they're ready for treatment — if they don't get it quickly, 
then they're back on the street, using again. Are you los-
ing people that way a lot?

B. Merchant: I don't think we're losing a lot. We part-
ner with other agencies in a drug treatment court in 
Vancouver, and we work specifi cally with those people 
who have addiction problems. That has shown to be 
very successful. Just two weeks ago it won a Premier's 
Award — it was cross-jurisdiction work — for what 
they've done there. It's been in operation for ten years, 
and we've done a number of evaluations through Simon 
Fraser University showing its eff ectiveness. Th at's kind of 
on the community side.

On the custody side. I know I'm probably reaching 
out over this report. At Nanaimo Correctional Centre…. 
Maybe I'm on the Premier's Award part here, because 
the Nanaimo centre just won the Premier's Award for in-
novation. Th at was for what's called the therapeutic com-
munity. It's the fi rst of its kind in Canada.

Th ey take the people who have longer sentences and 
are high-risk to reoff end. Th ey have a special program 
on site at Nanaimo Correctional Centre. Th ey complete 
that thing, then they're tied into the community, and 
many of those people go to a residential housing area 
through the John Howard Society — and in other places 
in British Columbia.

To complete that, I think what you were getting at was 
that transition back into the community and to have a 
supportive environment that helps. In all addictions…. I 
mean, you can go to a residential program. Most of them 
are 30 days. Well, 30 days…. I used to smoke, and 30 days 
wasn't enough for me, I'll tell you. It took a year. You need 
those kinds of supports in your life.

Do off enders get special treatment in that regard? No. 
We'll prioritize them based on our risk assessment. We'll 
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have them get in our queue. But once we're into the pub-
lic…. Th ey're British Columbians, and they're treated 
the same.

B. Ralston (Chair): Th anks.
I wanted to ask a question about the bail supervision 

of those accused of domestic violence. I'm assuming that 
they're assessed as being relatively high risk. In the ma-
terial in the slide it says that only 65 percent of the offi  cers 
completed training before supervising cases.

[0905]
Th ere have been…. I'm not going to name any specifi c 

cases, specifi cally high-profi le cases where people who 
were on bail supervision for domestic violence have 
committed further off ences, up to and including murder.

What internal mechanism for reviewing the prepared-
ness, the training of the bail supervisor responsible for 
those fi les, has there been, and what have been the results 
of those studies?

E. Clark: Prior to the Auditor General commencing 
their audit, the division did commence a thorough re-
view of its overall training for probation offi  cers. We are 
currently working towards completing that review and 
looking at all of the courses necessary for probation offi  -
cers to supervise all clients, including domestic violence.

With respect to bail supervision, individuals who are 
on bail are not convicted so, therefore, not found guilty 
or innocent. Th e risk assessment process that we employ 
is directed to those individuals who have been found 
guilty and who we are then able to work with in terms of 
being sentenced. It's once an individual is sentenced that 
the person will go through the risk assessment process.

Specifi cally with the bail, we are also reviewing all 
of the courses necessary for domestic violence to en-
sure that probation offi  cers have the necessary training. 
We're also ensuring that we apply quality assurance to 
make sure that probation offi  cers are not supervising in-
appropriately.

B. Ralston (Chair): Let me get this straight, then. I 
want to make sure that I understand you correctly. You're 
saying that there is no risk assessment of people who are 
released on bail. I mean, I understand the theoretical 
notion of presumption of innocence, but as a practical 
matter, there's usually fairly strong evidence that do-
mestic violence has taken place. Otherwise, the charge 
wouldn't have been approved. It meets the charge ap-
proval standard.

Given the I think rather notorious likelihood of re-
off ending in some of those high-risk domestic violence 
situations, I'm surprised to hear you say that there's no 
risk assessment taken of those people under bail super-
vision. It would seem to me to be important for public 
safety that that be done. Given the relatively low cost of 
releasing someone on bail supervision as opposed to de-

taining them, in some cases intensive bail supervision 
would be a reasonable measure.

Can you explain to me…? I want to make sure that I've 
understood this. I want to make sure I understood your 
response, and I want to be fair to you, but it does strike 
me as rather surprising — your response.

E. Clark: It is indeed the case that individuals who are 
released on bail do not undergo the risk assessment pro-
cess. Th at is the case. Th e reason behind it…. Perhaps 
maybe I could off er a little more explanation there. Th ere 
is that need to allow the individual to go before the court 
to determine whether they are indeed guilty of the of-
fence before we can explore the issues that led them to 
that off ending behaviour.

Th e risk assessment process requires that the probation 
offi  cer discuss the circumstances of the off ence. When an 
individual is before the courts and has not been found 
guilty, that individual is not required to confess to an of-
fence that they've not been found guilty of. Th e risk as-
sessment process requires a thorough investigation of 
that off ence to understand what led to that off ending 
behaviour.

Additionally, there is also a concern that if an individ-
ual does speak about their off ence to the probation of-
fi cer, the probation offi  cer is an offi  cer of the court and 
could be compelled to attend court and provide evidence.

[0910]
Also, there's the reverse issue of…. Th ere is a ques-

tion of if an individual undergoes or commences under-
going some of those processes, what their motivation is 
in terms of accepting treatment or beginning that risk 
assessment process. Are they simply working with the 
probation offi  cer in order to get a lighter sentence, which 
may not result in a community disposition, which may 
not result in a counselling condition and which may not 
get them the help that they need?

It's because of those types of issues that the probation 
offi  cers focus their risk assessment and interventions 
with sentenced off enders only.

B. Ralston (Chair): Just maybe a last response, then. 
I understand all of that, and I understand the role of a 
probation offi  cer being in a position where they take a 
statement from an off ender.

Nonetheless, if there are — as there oft en are in domes-
tic violence cases — off enders who are back before the 
courts for similar off ences, you have access, in at least a 
summary form, to a report to Crown counsel. Is there no 
eff ort to assess the risk to the complainant and provide, 
through perhaps more intensive bail supervision or re-
quest back to the court for further conditions, some at-
tempt to monitor the behaviour of that person — given 
that I would say that in domestic violence cases, par-
ticularly in the initial stages, there's a really high risk of 
reoff ending and causing serious injury or death to the 
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complainant?

E. Clark: Certainly when an individual is on bail 
supervision, they will be released with conditions that 
can require them to report, can require them to not 
have contact with an individual and that sort of thing. 
Probation offi  cers do monitor those conditions and do 
enforce very proactively those conditions to ensure the 
safety of victims and to ensure that off enders do not re-
off end.

I should just clarify. Where you asked about an indi-
vidual who's been before the courts previously and been 
convicted previously, if an individual is on probation and 
also on bail…. Th at can happen because we do have of-
fenders who reoff end. Th ose individuals on probation at 
the same time as on bail would be assessed and interven-
tions would be applied.

B. Ralston (Chair): I have further questions, but we'll 
move on.

L. Popham: I'm wondering if the provincial restorative 
justice programs fall under this reporting.

J. Doyle: Th ere are a number. Th ere are about 200 or 
so restorative justice individuals who are part of this total 
fi gure, but it was too small a group to look at in any detail, 
so we didn't do any work on it.

R. Sultan: I wanted to ask a couple of questions about 
case volume and caseloads. I'm looking at exhibit 2 of the 
Auditor General's report, which shows the number of of-
fenders rising from about 18,000 in 2005-06 up to 24,000 
in 2010-11, which is a one-third increase in fi ve years. A 
one-third increase in fi ve years.

Th is seems to be a pretty high rate of growth to my 
mind. If we have another one-third increase in volume in 
the next fi ve years, I guess we're not quite in the low crim-
inality society that we'd like to believe. In fact, it seems 
inconsistent with the statements that the crime rate is 
going down and the number of cases before the courts 
are going down. Help me understand this conundrum.

B. Merchant: Of the increasing number? Is that what 
you mean?

R. Sultan: Well, we hear from some sources that the 
number is actually going down, and yet I look at this 
chart and they're going up very fast.

B. Merchant: Over the time period over the last seven 
years on the probation side we saw about a 34 percent in-
crease — your math is correct — in the number of off end-
ers that we supervise. At the same time, what we're seeing 
now is that those numbers are starting to come down.

[0915]

But it's too early to say there's a trend. We did see it go 
up, and right now we see it plateau. It looks like it's go-
ing down, but it's much too early. You need a number of 
years before I can say that there's a trend of it going down. 
Th at's both on the community side and the custody side. 
It's similar in that regard.

R. Sultan: I don't want to get into a statistical argu-
ment with you, but I can certainly see a fi ve-year trend 
there staring me in the face, and it's going up pretty fast.

But that leads into the next question. Turning to ex-
hibit 4, we see that our caseloads in British Columbia per 
offi  cer are 63.7 — only exceeded by Ontario, at 66.5, and 
at considerable contrast to Manitoba, where the case-
load is 27.6.

We have a very high caseload compared to many prov-
inces in Canada, although one would wonder: is there 
something special about Ontario, British Columbia and 
Alberta? Maybe our offi  cers are smarter or more product-
ive or get to work on time. What's going on here?

B. Merchant: We have seen the increasing count. Th e 
division has taken a number of steps to mitigate those 
increasing numbers. What we do is, as we have said in 
our presentation to the Auditor General…. We're an 
evidence-based organization that deals with risks and 
needs. We used validated tools to make those assess-
ments.

Some of those people that we assess come out as low-
risk, some come out as medium-risk, and some come 
out as high-risk. All of the research internationally says 
that you should do very little with low-risk individuals 
because you have the risk of having them recidivate. You 
should focus your work on medium- and high-risk of-
fenders because if you do, you will have a better outcome 
with your programs. Th at's how we operate.

We have put in place a number of workload strategies 
as we saw this count go up. We have kind of paraprofes-
sionals. We have what's called a PO14, or a probation 
interviewer. Th ey have higher caseloads with lower-risk 
people. With lower-risk bail people, CSO orders — they'll 
supervise them. For the medium- to high-risk people, we 
focus our work with the probation offi  cers on that.

We've engaged in a number of mitigating strategies, 
both from the line level and from our headquarters, to 
try to work with that. Recently we have just unveiled 
what's called strategic training in community supervision. 
Th at's to help the probation offi  cers and their interactions 
with the off enders, and 37 probation offi  cers were added 
to the system.

Th e part about our caseload numbers. Personally, I ac-
tually and honestly believe…. I'm biased because I run 
the organization, but I truly believe this, because I get to 
see what happens in other provinces. Our probation of-
fi cers are the best in Canada — period. I have absolutely 
no doubt about the programs that we operate. Th ey're 
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better than anywhere else in Canada. But we're still faced 
with a growing population, and that creates problems in 
our organization. My responsibility is to argue for those 
resources.

R. Sultan: I was hoping that was the answer you would 
get, and that's a very encouraging answer. Th ank you.

One other question. You've got 24,000 people out there. 
You've got all these diff erent programs. Some of them 
don't seem to work. You discontinue them. As you say, 
measuring trends over a long period of time is subject to 
all sorts of changes in defi nitions and changes in this….

It's a very dynamic world. It sounds to me like a world, 
though, that would be uniquely receptive, in fact, to very 
detailed databases, sophisticated IT and lots of number-
crunching, which may not be the approach you're em-
ploying, as I understand it.

What is the state of your information technology? 
Having read too many cop novels, I have a vision of a 
kind of beat-up linoleum probation offi  ce sitting there 
with a couple of rusty fi ling cabinets and lots of bits and 
pieces of paper. Tell me that's not true.

B. Merchant: Simply put, we're the envy of North 
America. We are. We're probably in the top three with 
our off ender management electronic systems.

[0920]
Th ere's nobody in Canada that is anywhere close to 

what we have. We have over 30 years of data in our data-
base, and we're able to extract that with business intel-
ligence. We're leading the country in how we're moving 
forward with e-disclosure, being able to have access to 
various materials.

On any given day, I can punch a button on my desktop 
and know what the count is in every jail as of midnight 
last night, and I know what the community caseload is 
as of yesterday. No other jurisdiction in Canada can do 
that or come close to it.

R. Sultan: I congratulate you for that. Th ank you.

B. Ralston (Chair): I was fearing there'd be one more 
question, to be the best in the world. It's gone from 
Canada to North America to the world, but anyway….

Interjection.

B. Ralston (Chair): Or the universe.

K. Heed: I apologize for being a bit late. Mr. Chair, you 
asked a question with respect to domestic violence. I just 
want everyone to go away with a clear picture.

Police that have domestic violence units, that have spe-
cially trained individuals actually do a risk assessment 
at the time they're doing their investigation and charges, 
especially with a high-risk off ender.

Although it's not formally done, it's my understanding, 
Ms. Clark, from corrections, that in fact there are some 
people involved in the high-risk off ender units for do-
mestic violence. So I just want people to realize that this 
is an ongoing risk assessment, especially with the repeat 
and high-risk off enders in domestic violence.

I don't know if you want to clarify that further.

E. Clark: Yes, thank you. I appreciate that clarifi cation. 
We do work very closely with the police and with Crown 
counsel to ensure that the police recommend charges ap-
propriately and recommend conditions that will assist in 
the supervision of individuals on bail. We work closely 
both with police and with Crown to ensure that individ-
uals on bail are supervised appropriately.

Where there are conditions that we feel may assist in 
the supervision of bail, we certainly exercise our ability 
to bring those to the attention of the courts and recom-
mend additional conditions where appropriate.

B. Ralston (Chair): I'm going to try and fi nish this 
section by about 9:30. We have a couple more people on 
the list, all second time around.

K. Corrigan: I wanted to go back to the discussions 
about the relationship violence prevention program and 
combine a couple of facts in the report and ask a question.

Th e Auditor General points out that only 35 percent of 
interventions that are designed to reduce reoff ending are 
ever completed. Th en, this statistic — surprising, to me 

— that about 4,400 off enders under community super-
vision have been convicted of a domestic violence off ence, 
and 1,300 have been convicted of a sex off ence. Almost a 
fi ft h — domestic violence. And a very signifi cant number 
of sex off ences. Th en, there were discussions on page 18 
about the success of the various programs.

My question is…. I have two questions. First, when 
there is discussion about only 35 percent completion, 
does that refer to these types of programs as well? If not, 
what is the completion rate of the relationship violence 
prevention program and the violence prevention pro-
gram? Th ere are so many people that are under super-
vision that are in that category of domestic violence.

Th en, by comparison as well, I note in a diff erent type 
of program that the substance abuse management core 
program was found to have had little or no demonstrat-
ed eff ect on reducing rates of reoff ending. Is it a prob-
lem — your assessment — with the program, or is it just 
simply that it is very diffi  cult to break the cycle on sub-
stance abuse?

Th ose are my two questions.

C. Gress: Th ank you for the opportunity to clarify.
[0925]

Th e 35 percent speaks to the number of needs that 
were listed within the documents and the number of 
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interventions that were completed that addressed each 
need. I think it was approximately half of the needs that 
were listed had an intervention, with only 35 percent of 
those interventions being met for each need — so not 
necessarily each person or each program but each need 
that was listed for the individual.

Th ere are any number of reasons for that, including 
poor documentation, unfortunately, from the front-line 
staff , who have a signifi cant number of individuals to 
work with. Sometimes writing down the switch in an 
intervention is not something they have an opportun-
ity to do.

With regards to the relationship violence prevention 
program completion rate, for those individuals who are 
assessed as having relationship violence issues and are as-
sessed as a medium- or high-risk to reoff end, they would 
be referred to what we have as Respectful Relationships. 
Th en we do have that second program that kicks in as 
well that's more treatment-based, which is our relation-
ship violence prevention program.

Both of those have demonstrated to statistically signifi -
cantly reduce recidivism. I believe the completion rate, al-
though I would have to check, is over 60 percent for both 
of those, for individuals who are referred.

With regards to the substance abuse management pro-
gram, you are quite correct. Our last evaluation, which 
I believe was in 2005-2006 — I'd have to double-check 
the date on that — did demonstrate that the program 
was not reducing recidivism. So we went through a sig-
nifi cant shift  and redesign of the program to ensure that 
our information is up to date with the best literature 
that we have.

We have gone through training updates with each in-
dividual that facilitates the programs, both in our cus-
tody and community divisions, and we have signifi cant 
supports in place to ensure that program is delivered as 
intended. Th en, it is on the deck to receive an evalua-
tion once we've had enough individuals go through the 
program and allow a certain amount — preferably two 
years — of follow-up time to then revisit the idea of re-
evaluating the off ending rate.

Where we have been able to make inroads, as Mr. 
Merchant mentioned earlier, is our therapeutic program 
in Nanaimo Correctional Centre — it addresses sub-
stance abuse — and the drug treatment court program 
in Vancouver.

K. Corrigan: I'm sorry. Just a quick follow-up. I'm not 
clear, then. If you could defi ne a little bit more what you 
mean by interventions. It's not programs. Is it needs? 
Could you give me an example, or how would that work?

C. Gress: Certainly. Sorry about that. When our pro-
bation offi  cers conduct a risk assessment on our indi-
viduals who are sentenced, they go through a list. It's 
actually a combined approach of actuarial instructor 

professional judgment that assesses individuals on their 
needs. It could be that they have….

All needs are related to reoff ending behaviours, so we 
are looking for behaviours that lead to coming back into 
our system. Th at's what we're assessing for. So that may 
be substance abuse. Th at may be pro-criminal attitudes, 
pro-criminal friends, a history of off ending, etc.

So we go through that process and assess what needs 
are evident for each individual. If there is a need with 
regards to substance abuse — every time they put back 
a six-pack of beer, that's when they head out and go do 
something — then that is a need we would look to ad-
dress and refer them to the right program. We will start 
with our psychoeducational and then continue that 
through referrals.

So when we speak of interventions, we may look at 
anything from motivational interviewing to our core 
programs to the drug court treatment.

K. Corrigan: Okay. Th ank you.

E. Clark: If I may add, when probation offi  cers assess 
the needs, individuals present with quite complex and 
many needs. So the probation offi  cer prioritizes those 
needs to determine which of those needs require inter-
vention fi rst and which of those needs will have the great-
est impact on reducing future off ending. I just wanted to 
clarify that piece.

Additionally, I also just wanted to add that where in-
dividuals do not complete programs, such as the rela-
tionship violence treatment program or the Respectful 
Relationships, probation offi  cers do follow-up with a re-
port to Crown counsel so that a breach of probation can 
be pursued through the courts.

[0930]

B. Ralston (Chair): I had a further question.
In some communities, such as mine in Surrey, there is 

a problem with what are self-described recovery hous-
es, which are basically commercial operations that really 
provide no therapy. In the past, sometimes as a condition 
of probation, the courts have ordered residential condi-
tions to reside at one of these places.

What eff ort is there to provide to Crown counsel and 
to the courts a list of residential recovery houses that 
meet minimum standards and actually do off er thera-
peutic programs?

E. Clark: On an annual basis the division as a whole 
undertakes a process of turning to the Ministry of Health 
to determine which residential treatment homes are ap-
proved by the Ministry of Health to avoid exactly what 
you're suggesting there. We do work closely with the 
courts and with Crown to provide information, where 
an individual is in a place that may not be appropriate or 
even be safe for that individual.
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B. Ralston (Chair): Vicki and then Lana, and then 
we'll wrap up this section.

V. Huntington: I'm curious why you have felt unable — 
as you mentioned, "We'll begin to the extent we are able" 

— to evaluate your contract service providers. I would 
have thought that would have been one of the fi rst places 
you would look to ensure quality and success.

Could you explain that reticence and whether, again, 
you've done any level of cost-benefi t evaluations on the 
success or otherwise? It would appear from this that you 
haven't because of the lack of evaluation.

Could you describe that and what you intend to do as 
a result of the discussion in the report?

E. Clark: We are currently participating in a ministry 
review of our contract templates, to ensure that evalua-
tion criteria are included in those. We have done some 
evaluation of some of our contracted services. We are 
currently undergoing the process of completing evalua-
tions for others. It is an area that we recognize the need, 
as the Auditor has pointed out, to do more. So we are 
undertaking eff orts to ensure that we evaluate all of our 
contracts.

We do have diffi  culty, however, in evaluating services 
to which probation offi  cers may refer which are outside 
of our control or with whom we do not contract. For in-
stance, Brent had mentioned things such as residential 
treatment centres with which we do not contract, or even 
AA or NA — that sort of thing.

V. Huntington: Could I just give, then, a personal 
opinion? I don't think you should be using contract ser-
vice providers where you have no control of the outcome 
and of the process in which your off enders are being 
placed. A lot of those programs — say in aboriginal jus-
tice services, counselling — tend to be warm and fuzzy 
programs and the outcomes are not necessarily judged 
in the way that you, as probation offi  cers, might want to 
see them.

I think that if you want to see a success rate that is 
admirable, you cannot leave these service providers out 
there, doing their own thing, without a very fi rm con-
trol from your end. You should have, if you don't…. I'm 
assuming you must to some degree have terms of refer-
ence and requirements that you expect them to achieve.

[0935]

B. Merchant: Th at's a very diffi  cult one to address in 
the manner in which you have framed it. We will refer 
an off ender who has a substance abuse problem to a resi-
dential treatment centre. Typically, the treatment centre 
is through some form or funded through health author-
ities and other organizations. For us to basically contract 
or open up treatment facilities like that is beyond our 
scope. It's beyond our scope because….

Off enders that come to us — their needs are enor-
mously complex. For us to have contracts, just for us, for 
all those kinds of complex needs is just not sustainable, 
and it's not something that…. We have to rely on our in-
tegration with other community and government organ-
izations for the best value for our dollar.

V. Huntington: Could I just…? I couldn't agree more, 
but….

B. Ralston (Chair): We're running out of time. I've 
been very generous, so if you could just have a last com-
ment, then, please.

V. Huntington: I couldn't agree more, but I would 
expect that as you refer somebody to a contract ser-
vice provider, you know precisely what that provider's 
outcomes and evaluations of their programs are so that 
you're confi dent that that service provider is giving you 
the outcome that you know your risk assessment requires 
for that off ender.

Otherwise, if you haven't got that level of evaluation, 
I wonder whether the program would be eff ective at all. 
But assuming that you're moving in that direction, thank 
you very much.

B. Ralston (Chair): Last question, Lana.

L. Popham: My question pertains to the restorative 
justice model. Although this report doesn't deal specifi c-
ally with that model or those programs across B.C., I do 
note that the title of youth probation offi  cer coordinates 
with that program. I'm wondering if the consistency or 
inconsistency of training would apply in regards to youth 
probation offi  cers. And how many youth probation offi  -
cers are trained specifi cally for that job?

E. Clark: Youth probation offi  cers are not part of com-
munity corrections and corporate programs. Th ey fall 
under the Ministry of Children and Family Development 
and in the youth justice area, so I can't comment on how 
many youth probation offi  cers there are and what type 
of training they receive.

B. Ralston (Chair): Okay. Th anks very much. We're 
going to have to conclude this section.

I want to thank the Auditor General and our invited 
guests for their comments.

I'm going to suggest that we amend the agenda and 
bring Mr. Mitchell forward. What I'm expecting is that 
he's made the documents available at the Clerk's offi  ce. 
No one has expressed any concern about them, so I'm ex-
pecting that if we bring him forward, we can deal with his 
proposed resolutions fairly expeditiously and then move 
to item 2 on the agenda, rather than have Mr. Mitchell 
come back again.
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So if he could come forward, assuming I won't see any 
objection to that change in the agenda. I don't see any.

Records Retention and Disposal

B. Ralston (Chair): Mr. Mitchell, if you could just 
come forward. We have a written report before us. I don't 
think you need to explain it. I think it's fairly straight-
forward.

Are there any questions of Mr. Mitchell on his report? 
I don't see any. Is there a motion, then?

D. Horne (Deputy Chair): Yeah, I have a motion. I 
move that these six resolutions for records retention 
and disposal authorities, tabled on April 24, 2012, and 
recommended by the Public Documents Committee, be 
approved as presented.

B. Ralston (Chair): Any discussion? Seeing none.

Motion approved.

B. Ralston (Chair): Th anks very much, Mr. Mitchell.

G. Mitchell: Th ank you, sir.

B. Ralston (Chair): Now move to the next report, the 
Offi  ce of the Auditor General follow-up report. We're go-
ing to deal fi rst with the follow-up report of October 2011.

I'm going to ask, perhaps, the Auditor General just for 
a very brief summary that may apply to both, in the sense 
of the mandate of the offi  ce to prepare follow-up reports, 
their importance in the audit process. Th en we'll enter-
tain questions on, fi rst, the October 2011 report and then 
the March 2012 report.

[0940]

J. Doyle: We've actually put the two reports together, 
but we can deal with them separately if questions come 
that way.

B. Ralston (Chair): I'm happy to deal with them 
together.

Auditor General Follow-up Reports

J. Doyle: Okay. As you know, my offi  ce follows up on 
our reports roughly every six months to one year aft er 
publication. Th is process helps to ensure that the recom-
mendations that have been accepted are addressed and 
that British Columbians receive the full value from my 
offi  ce's work. Th ese follow-ups can take a number of dif-
ferent forms, and the two reports we're discussing to-
day comprise mainly agency self-assessments. Th is is 
the agencies' words about how well they've progressed 
against the recommendations.

Overall, I'm pleased that agencies are reporting 
progress and implementing recommendations placed 
before them. Th ere are instances where little or no action 
has been taken. Sometimes there is a good reason and 
sometimes not so good, but I will continue, as always, to 
follow up, although you'll notice on the last page of the 
reports some of these particular recommendations have 
been followed up on numerous occasions.

Th e high implementation rate reinforces the relevancy 
of this offi  ce's work in promoting eff ective, effi  cient and 
economical management in government. I thank the pro-
ject team for their hard work. It's basically the communi-
cations group within the offi  ce.

I'll now turn over to Mike Macdonell, the assistant 
Auditor General responsible for overseeing this process, 
for a brief presentation.

M. Macdonell: Thank you, John. Good morning, 
everyone.

Our offi  ce published its last two biannual follow-up 
reports in October 2011 and March of this year.

As discussed with the committee before, there is a view 
shared by legislators and our offi  ce that it's not enough for 
the Auditor General to simply issue recommendations 
and hope that they will be acted upon. Following up is 
critical to ensuring that our work is having the infl uence 
intended and that British Columbians receive full value 
from our services. So twice a year we follow up with or-
ganizations we have audited and ask them to provide an 
update on their progress.

Currently we have four forms of follow-up. Th is frame-
work has been presented to the committee before, so I'll 
only run through it very briefl y as a reminder.

Th e fi rst form of follow-up is action plans. Agencies 
are asked to provide an action plan describing how they'll 
implement our recommendations and by when. Th e ac-
tion plan — if it's not available at the time we publish our 
report initially, as part of the agency's formal response, 
we'll post it on our website alongside our report.

Th e second is a self-assessment. Within six months to 
a year aft er one of our reports has been issued, we ask 
the audited agency to provide a self-assessment of their 
progress in implementing our recommendations as well 
as their plans for going forward. We publish these sub-
missions unedited and in their entirety so that readers 
can assess for themselves whether or not progress has 
been satisfactory.

To be clear, these are management's representations. 
While we read each update, and in some cases discuss 
them with an individual entity, they are not audited in 
any way, and we off er no assurance concerning their fair-
ness, completeness or accuracy.

We expect that most of our recommendations will be 
cleared during this initial follow-up. Subsequent follow-
ups, however, may be required on outstanding recom-
mendations of certain key recommendations that have 
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not been satisfactorily addressed.
A third form of follow-up is the progress assessment. 

Th is involves assessing some or all of an organization's 
representations to confi rm the reliability. Th e results of 
a progress assessment are published in the next available 
follow-up report.

The fourth form of follow-up is the progress aud-
it. Th is involves auditing the self-assessment of certain 
recommendations. We have yet to select any submis-
sions for this level of examination, given the extensive 
resources required to complete the work. Now, the re-
sults of progress audits would also be published in the 
next available follow-up report.

The October 2011 follow-up report contains self-
assessed updates on 11 reports with a total of 62 recom-
mendations. Audited organizations reported action on 
84 percent of our recommendations, and 23 percent were 
fully or substantially implemented, or the organization 
chose alternate action to address the recommendation, 
and 61 percent have been partially implemented. No ac-
tion had been taken on ten recommendations, which the 
Auditor General addresses in his comments in the report 
on pages 1 through 3.

[0945]
Six months later, in our March 2012 report, we pub-

lished self-assessed updates on 11 pieces of work repre-
senting 55 recommendations. Audited organizations 
reported that they took action on 91 percent of the 
recommendations, 38 percent were fully or substantially 
implemented, and 53 percent had been partially imple-
mented. No action was taken on fi ve recommendations. 
Again, the Auditor General addressed this in his com-
ments in the fi rst two pages.

Our follow-up reports contain a three-year rolling 
cumulative assessment. In October last year these cumu-
lative results showed that 202 of the 273 recommenda-
tions, or 74 percent of the total, were self-assessed as 
fully or substantially implemented, or alternative action 
had been taken; 22 percent of our recommendations had 
been partially implemented; and no substantial action 
was taken on ten recommendations, 4 percent of the total.

By March 2012, 204 of the 284 recommendations, or 
72 percent, had been self-assessed as fully or substan-
tially implemented, or alternate action was taken; 23 
percent had been partially implemented. No substantial 
action had been taken on 14 of the 284 recommendations 
issued. Th is includes nine of the ten that were outstand-
ing in October plus an additional fi ve that were followed 
up for the fi rst time.

Th ese outstanding recommendations are from the fol-
lowing reports: B.C. Hydro: Th e Eff ects of Rate-Regulated 
Accounting, issued in October 2011, with one recom-
mendation outstanding; Audit of the Agricultural Land 
Commission, issued in September 2010, with fi ve out-
standing recommendations; school district 35, Langley, 
the summary report issued in December 2010 — there 

were three outstanding recommendations; Wireless 
Networking Security in Government: Phase 3, issued in 
December 2011, with four outstanding recommenda-
tions; and Upkeep of the Provincial Roads Network by 
the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, issued 
November 2010, with one outstanding recommendation.

We'll continue to follow up on recommendations that 
are only partially implemented or where no substantial 
action has been taken.

As part of our no-surprises approach, we currently list 
our plans for future follow-ups on the last page of each 
report. For a list of reports currently in the follow-up 
stage, please see appendix A of our last report on page 46.

Th ese plans are fl exible and may change in light of 
new developments or circumstances. For example, be-
cause of changes in funding and legislation related to the 
Agricultural Land Commission Act, the offi  ce postponed 
its planned follow-up until the fall this year to give the 
commission time to adjust to these developments. As 
you'll see from the schedule, we continue to plan for a 
robust follow-up process.

B. Ralston (Chair): I had a question just on B.C. 
Hydro: Th e Eff ects of Rate-Regulated Accounting. Th at's 
page 14 of the report of March 2012. One recommenda-
tion is partially implemented, and one, no action taken. 
Can the Auditor General explain the diff erence of opin-
ion or the reason why that is so?

J. Doyle: Th is particular recommendation has been 
overtaken by events. When this report was written, it was 
assumed that the extension of the PSAB, the accounting 
standards, which had taken place the year before, for one 
year, for rate-regulated accounting…. Th at was not in 
place yet. We've now heard that in fact that recommen-
dation to extend it another year has actually been put 
into place. As a result, deferred accounting, as it's called 

— rate-regulated accounting — is permitted under PSAB 
for another year for B.C. Hydro.

Th e response here talks about pending and ongoing 
review of rate regulation in IFRS. Th at hasn't happened 
yet, and it's not likely to happen in the near future. But 
what has happened is that there has been an extension to 
the capacity of the province to actually use rate-regulated 
accounting for another year. Th at is this year, and it fi n-
ishes on the 31st of March next year. I'm not sure what 
will happen aft er that in regard to the GAAP framework.

[0950]
If the GAAP framework is not adjusted or extended 

again, then this regulation will be in place, and this regu-
lation permits the use of an American standard to con-
tinue to defer regulated assets into the future.

Th e report referred to the quantum of those assets be-
ing in the order of $5 billion. Th at's partially my assess-
ment but also is the fi gure that was put into the internal 
report done on B.C. Hydro some time ago. My question 
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has always been: what's going to happen to those regulat-
ed assets and how are they going to be recovered? At the 
moment, the only mechanism I can see for them to be re-
covered is through tariff s. So my concerns still stand, but 
the situation has changed because of the change by PSAB.

L. Popham: My question is around the report on the 
Agricultural Land Commission.

Some of the comments that came out in the original 
report mentioned that the funding for the commission 
was deterring the commission from fulfi lling its mandate, 
one of them being protecting farmland. Is that something 
that would be commented on in the next follow-up re-
port, given the funding that was established over the last 
12 months?

Also, around recommendation 4, the idea of the dele-
gation agreements that are in question around the Fraser–
Fort George regional district. I think the question here 
is whether delegation agreements actually fulfil the 
mandate as well — of protecting farmland. Delegation 
agreements have never been audited themselves. So I'm 
curious about recommendation 4 only because if we're 
funding a way to oversee a delegation agreement when, 
in fact, they may be working against the mandate, it's a 
concern.

J. Doyle: The delay in the Agricultural Land 
Commission was partly the referral of the report by the 
new chair of the Agricultural Land Commission to the 
minister and the minister reviewing that report and de-
termining what was required. Th at took a bit longer than 
everyone guessed.

I'm not quite sure that my report actually said that they 
need more money. What I said was that they couldn't 
operate, if that means the same thing. I'm not sure that it 
does. It was just explaining the situation. Th ere are many 
ways of dealing with that situation.

Th e request was for more money by the chair, and I 
think some more money has been aff orded to them. I'd 
look with interest to see how many of these recommen-
dations can be dealt with when we follow up in April next 
year more formally.

When it came to the delegation, I think, from memory, 
there were three delegations that existed. One was to the 
Oil and Gas Commission, and then there were two to lo-
cal government or local authorities.

I think that there is a genuine concern that needs to 
be addressed by the Agricultural Land Commission as 
to how those delegations actually operate and work, be-
cause there do seem to be some diff erences between the 
Agricultural Land Commission approach to releasing 
agricultural land and what is actually occurring within 
those delegations.

When we conducted the audit, we were given assur-
ances that they are monitored to ensure that they are 
within the spirit as well as the letter of the agreement. 

But you are correct. We did not do any detailed work in 
regard to those agreements. When I consider progress 
next April, I might very well consider whether or not we 
need to do any additional work.

As always, it's a useful time for me to suggest that if 
there is any area that any members would like me to 
look at and to conduct additional work in regard to any 
recommendations, I'm more than happy to take those 
suggestions and see what can be done for a future pub-
lication.

L. Popham: I just have one follow-up.
Is the Auditor able to tell us who commented that the 

delegation agreements are being overseen and mon-
itored?

J. Doyle: Sorry?

L. Popham: Who said that the delegation agreements 
were being monitored?

[0955]

J. Doyle: Okay. I don't think it's a detailed analy-
sis. It certainly doesn't happen with the Oil and Gas 
Commission. I think just what happens there is recorded.

When it comes to the other two, there's an overview, 
but it's not a detailed audit of process or anything else like 
that. It's just a check to ensure that what is actually oc-
curring is properly recorded in the ALC record and also 
seems to be within the spirit of the delegation.

I don't think there's a formal assessment process, al-
though that may well have changed since the conduct 
of the audit.

B. Ralston (Chair): Th ank you.
I don't see any further questions.

K. Corrigan: Do you want me to do it now or later? 
Come back?

B. Ralston (Chair): We have fi ve minutes, and we still 
have any other business. I'm not sure if there'll be any-
thing there, but go ahead.

K. Corrigan: Okay, I will. Th ank you, Chair.
I wanted to follow up with the self-assessment done 

with regard to planning for school seismic safety, and I 
have a few questions on it.

My fi rst question is…. I'm wondering if the Auditor 
General knows — it's on page 31 of the report — when 
this self-assessment was done. I assume it was done 
slightly before the third follow-up, which was October 
of 2011. I'm just trying to get, fi rst of all, a timeline for 
when this self-assessment was done by the Ministry of 
Education.
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J. Doyle: Th e request for self-assessment usually goes 
out a couple of months before publication. Th en there's 
a process whereby we send out a template and every-
thing, and they return their assessments. We quickly 
review them, and then we arrange for publication on 
line. So usually it's not that much out of date — maybe 
a month.

K. Corrigan: I did have a number of questions about 
this and some of the other reports, so I hope there'll be an 
opportunity in the future to ask further questions. I guess 
I'd boil it down to…. Th ere is a lot of partial implementa-
tion with regard to seismic safety, and it's been going on 
for a long time. So I'm wondering if the Auditor General 
is considering, for example, doing a progress audit with 
regard to this particular fi le.

J. Doyle: Th ere are two aspects to self-assessments that 
perhaps we should explore. We've actually seen this occur, 
and that is that sometimes ministries, with a good deal 
of caution, tend to grade themselves as partly assessed 
when in fact they've done a lot of work. Partly completed 
means that they may have only just started but they're do-
ing something or that they're nearly fi nished and they've 
done something.

In fact, we had a couple of agencies that actually, 
from one year to the next, changed it from substantial-
ly complete to partly because they'd reassessed what 
in fact they had done and whether or not they'd com-
pleted the audit.

So it is probably fair to say that a lot of work was re-
quired following those recommendations on seismic 

safety. Th ere were a lot of issues in there, and some of 
them could not be dealt with very, very quickly. So it's 
probably worth going back to have a look. If that's one 
of the suggestions that comes up, I'd certainly counten-
ance that.

B. Ralston (Chair): We have less than 30 seconds, so 
perhaps the vice-Chair and I can discuss whether we'll 
continue this with further questions or whether we can 
reduce those questions to writing. Th ere's one last item: 
any other business. Is there any other business?

Other Business

G. Gentner: Before the bells ring, to the Auditor 
General: perhaps we can, by next meeting, receive a re-
port on your investigation relative to the Basi-Virk B.C. 
Rail trial settlement agreement. I know you've been in-
vestigating that. I think you were supposed to receive 
some information by the end of last year. I'm interested 
to know how you're making out with that, and I duly ask 
that you could report back to the Public Accounts.

J. Doyle: Chair, as you know, I don't comment on re-
ports that are in progress at any time. Th at's always been 
my practice and what have you. But as soon as I'm ready 
to report, I will.

B. Ralston (Chair): Th ank you very much. We're go-
ing to adjourn.

Th e committee adjourned at 10 a.m.
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